
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No.SNEA/Kerala/2021/17                                                         Dated: 16th  July  2021 

 

To 

Shri. C.V.Vinod 

CGMT, BSNL 

Kerala Circle 

Trivandrum 

 

Respected Sir, 

Sub: Regularization of provisional posting of JAOs in Kerala circle, against 2012 vacancy –final 

disposal of SLP Civil Appeal No.9872 of 2014 -regd. 

 

                            Kindly recall the meeting this association had with you on the subject mentioned.   34 

numbers of JAOs recruited in Kerala circle, provisionally posted against the notified vacancies of 2012 

JAO internal 40% competitive quota, subject to the final outcome of SLP Civil Appeal No.9872 of 

2014. As postings were provisional these JAOs were not included in the gradation list and hence 

during the last AO promotion, carried out in 2018, these JAOs of Kerala circle were not considered.  

The representation submitted by these JAOs for including their name in the gradation list and for 

promotion as done by other Circles was not considered by Kerala circle, due to pending SLP.                                                                    

The pending case is in final stage at Hon. Supreme Court. 

                           The pending case is in final stage at Hon. Supreme Court.  The case was listed on 9-12-

2019 for considering the interim relief application submitted by some of the affected JAOs, BSNL 

opposed the interim relief and requested for the final disposal of the case (Order in IA attached).  The 

case was listed on 29-1-2020, but BSNL requested more time and the case was deferred for two 

weeks and has not been listed so far.                        

                      These JAOs have also represented, requesting for grant of time bound up gradation 

under EPP and the same not granted, as per directions of BSNL Corporate Office vide letter NO.BSNL 

CO-PRII/11(24)/1/2020-PERS DATED 9-11-2020.  
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                          At present these 13 JAOs (remaining took VRS) are continuing in E1 scale without 

functional /Time bound promotion and they are not included in the gradation list also, due to the 

pendency of the case in Hon. Supreme Court. The JAOs in the junior batches became eligible for Time 

bound up gradation and are also to be included in gradation seniority list. The career prospects of 

these 13 JAOs are being blocked because their vacancies are tied up with the pending court case 

connected to 2010 examination and the disposal of the case is being prolonged.  

                            CGMT BSNL Kerala Circle being the appellant , it is requested to take up the matter with 

corporate office to file an MA with  Supreme Court for urgent final disposal of the Civil Appeal No.9872 

of 2014 in order to solve the long pending HR issue pertains to  Kerala  circle.  

 

Sincerely Yours 

 

Jithesh K P 

Circle Secretary 

SNEA Kerala Circle 

Encl: 

1.  IA order dated  9-12-2019 

2. IA order dated 22-11-2019 

3. IA order dated 29-1-2020 

4. NO.BSNL CO-PRII/11(24)/1/2020-PERS DATED 9-11-2020  


